New airline disrupts the market by focusing
on the cloud

Industry
Hospitality

51%

Use Case

increase in brand recognition

Customer 360

313%

Modern Data Stack
Analytics
Storage

increase in revenue from Q1 to Q2 2022

900%

increase in workloads managed by the
same data team

About
Even as many businesses around the world scaled

company’s data culture is taking off. Meanwhile, revenue is

back their operations during the COVID-19 pandemic,

growing far more quickly than costs — a fact that points to

Norwegian airline Flyr was just getting started. The

a bright future for Flyr.

company began operations in mid-2021 with the goal of
putting customers at the center of its operations. That
meant keeping a close eye on data and digging deep for
the answers to questions about how to provide better
service. Seeking to ensure data literacy across its growing
enterprise, Flyr implemented the Databricks Lakehouse
Platform and ThoughtSpot. Today, decision-makers can
access the data they need with just a few clicks, and the
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We couldn’t imagine growing our new business with all our
decision-makers relying on our data analysts to build custom
dashboards. With Databricks and ThoughtSpot, everyone can find
their own answers in minutes.
MARTIN STANGELAND, VICE PRESIDENT, DATA AND ANALYTICS, FLYR

Challenge
Undaunted by the challenge of starting an airline at
the height of a pandemic, Flyr booked its first tickets in
May 2021 and made its first flight the following month.
Flyr simply couldn’t wait; recent changes in the backend ticketing systems of the airline industry gave the
company’s founders an opportunity to enter the market as
an agile, forward-thinking carrier.
“When you’re competing with 20 and 50-year-old brands,
you have to think differently,” explained Anita Svanes,
Vice President of Communications, Public Affairs and
Sustainability, at Flyr. “We wanted to be seen as modern,
digital and easy to work with from the very beginning. We
believed this approach would help us put the customer
first in everything we do, so that we could quickly win
loyalty and fill our planes.”
From day one, Flyr decided to build a cloud infrastructure
to run the company, thus avoiding the barriers that legacy
technology can present. The company also chose to
keep its administrative and customer care staff entirely
in Norway, making it easier to provide a consistent level
of support. As Flyr began building its sales channels, the
company realized it needed to put data at the center of
its business.
“Our biggest challenge was going to be understanding
demand,” said Martin Stangeland, Vice President, Data
and Analytics, at Flyr. “When customer demand began to
change across our flight routes, we needed to react early
and take appropriate action. It was crucial for us to build
our data infrastructure and analytical environment the right
way on our first try.”
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Solution

Based on Stangeland’s positive experiences in a previous

“Right from the start, we loved ThoughtSpot,” said

company, Flyr implemented the Databricks Lakehouse

Stangeland. “The setup was easy — it just worked. It

Platform as the hub of its data infrastructure. The company

gives us flexible search features and an impressive level

also deployed Microsoft Power BI to publish data sets

of granularity. We can roll it out to unlimited users. And it

for its business users to use in analysis. Stangeland soon

makes it easy to turn analysis into a presentation so that we

noticed that employees often requested additional views

can quickly get value from the insights our team produces.”

of the same data.
Today, Flyr’s decision-makers use Databricks and
“Sometimes, we would create 30 views on a single data

ThoughtSpot to help them answer all the questions that are

set, which put a strain on our very small analytics team,”

most important to their growing business. For example,

recalled Stangeland. “Rather than having everyone

fuel is one of Flyr’s largest expenditures. The company can

dependent on our team for dashboards, I wanted to

now determine which of its Boeing 737 models uses fuel

increase data literacy across Flyr so that every decision-

most efficiently. Flyr has also explored the average airfare

maker could feel empowered to find the answers they

it realizes with various blends of product types, the pickup

needed each day.”

rates of the flights it offers, how many tickets of different
classes and age groups it has sold in any given period,

With this goal in mind, Flyr implemented ThoughtSpot’s

its crew capacity over the upcoming six months, and the

Live Analytics platform. ThoughtSpot delivered the self-

impact of its customer loyalty program on flight bookings.

service capabilities Flyr wanted, allowing business users
to search Google-style for data and to tag items that
would be useful to their colleagues.

Databricks and ThoughtSpot work together to help us answer our
biggest questions in revenue management, crew management,
fleet management and marketing,” said Stangeland. “We use
this technology to understand how all areas of our business are
contributing to our overall growth and profitability.
MARTIN STANGELAND, VICE PRESIDENT, DATA AND ANALYTICS, FLYR

Meanwhile, Flyr uses the flexible Databricks Lakehouse
Platform to access, transform and share data easily.
Databricks Delta Lake supports Flyr’s forecasting activities
by enabling the company to switch between data
engineering and data analysis in the same platform.
Thanks to the Databricks API, Flyr can offer partners —
such as travel agencies — access to its data sets for
closer collaboration.
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Impact

As Flyr continues to grow, the company relies on its

same core data team. Just as importantly, in April 2022,

Databricks and ThoughtSpot solutions to help it test and

Flyr received second place in the transportation category

implement new ideas quickly and cost-effectively. For

of Norway’s coveted Kundeserviceprisen (Customer

example, Flyr recently launched its Fast Track service,

Service Award), ranking well above all competitors in the

which allows passengers to register to use a separate

aviation sector.

queue at security checkpoints. After setting up near
real-time updates in Databricks, Flyr closely tracked the
success of the program on its first weekend.
Databricks and ThoughtSpot are helping Flyr grow its
business without increasing overhead at the same rate.
The company’s Q2 2022 revenue increased by 313% over
the previous quarter, while costs increased just 110%
during the same period. Between June 2021 and July 2022,
Flyr’s brand recognition increased from 12.3% to 63.7%.
By July 2022, 39.5% of its customers viewed the airline as
modern — the highest score of any airline in the market.
During that same period, Flyr went from running one key
revenue workload in its data center to running 10 with the

After little more than one year in business, we’re delivering on
a wide range of business areas with the same head count,”
concluded Svanes. Databricks and ThoughtSpot allow us to
grow and bring on new business domains without building out
our IT team. We believe in the vision that Databricks leadership
presented to us and are confident they will continue to deliver as
we go on this journey together.
ANITA SVANES, VICE PRESIDENT OF COMMUNICATIONS, PUBLIC AFFAIRS AND
SUSTAINABILITY, FLYR
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About ThoughtSpot
The world’s most innovative companies use ThoughtSpot to empower
their organizations with actionable data insights using Live Analytics in
the Modern Analytics Cloud. ThoughtSpot is simple enough for anyone
to use, yet built to handle large, complex data, wherever it resides.
Customers like Hilton, Comcast, BT, Disney Streaming, and Anthem are
transforming their decision-making cultures with ThoughtSpot. See for
yourself and try ThoughtSpot today.
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